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Q1. RFP document does not specify which cameras will need to be removed? Can you provide
cameras to be removed and quantity per location?
Response: Information has been uploaded into Smartsheet.
Q2. At the 3100 Building:
a. Will the elevator cameras be replaced?
Response: No, the elevator company will have to replace those.
b. Level 2- Existing cameras on sky bridge and Conference training center are not listed on plans. Are
these to be replaced or removed?
Response: They are to be removed. Information has been uploaded into Smartsheet.
c. Levels 5 & 6 floors are owned by St. Luke and do not have indicated IDFs. Which IDF and floor will
these cables be run to? Will the contractor have permission to access their tenant space?
Response: These cameras will have to be run to the IDFs on the 4th or 7th floor depending on which
is shorter.
d. Levels 8, 9, & 10 are owned by St. Luke and PROS and do not have indicated IDFs on plans. Which
IDF and floor will these cables be run to? Will we have permission to access their tenant space?
Response: These cameras will have to be run to the IDFs on the 7th or 11th floor depending on which
is shorter.
Q3. At the 3200 Main Garage Building:
a. Confirm location for camera 109.
Response: Use the location on the floor plans provided. As long as the purpose of the camera is
accomplished you can adjust the camera location within reason.

b. Can a new camera be installed in same location of Camera 104 and reuse existing conduit for a
better view of the doors?
Response: As long as the purpose of the camera is accomplished you can adjust the camera location
within reason.
c. Can a new camera be installed in same location of Camera 105 and reuse existing conduit for a
better view of the doors?
Response: As long as the purpose of the camera is accomplished you can adjust the camera location
within reason.
d. Please confirm location for Camera 110 conduit requirements.
Response: Use the location on the floor plans provided.
e. Does HCC need to replace Camera 803?
Response: No, it is marked on the plans as already replaced and is not on the Surveillance Cameras
list with pictures.
Q4. Please provide floor plans for 2nd floor from JB Whitley Building.
Response: The floor plans provided show the second floor.
Q5. Please provide floor plans for 3rd floor from JD Boney Building.
Response: The floor plans provided show the third floor.

Q6. Since historical San Jacinto building cannot be penetrated, please confirm Camera 139 can be run to
IDF 112A instead of IDF indicated on plans.
Response: Yes, you can use IDF 112A.
Q7. Camera 108 located in lobby of Theatre One will require exposed raceway for hard deck ceilings,
please confirm this is allowed.
Response: HCC does not want to have exposed raceway in this area. Mounting the camera in another
area of the lobby or even outside the lobby will work as long as the purpose of the camera is fulfilled.
Q8. Does HCC needs to replace the cameras for the Fine Arts Center?
Response: These cameras don’t need to be replaced.
Q9. Is conduit permitted outside or inside the wall to mount the exterior cameras 110-111 at Northeast
Codwell Building?
Response: HCC cannot have conduit on the outside of the building. Mounting the camera in another
area of the exterior will work as long as the purpose of the camera is fulfilled.

